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   Abstract— This Customarily, doctors for the most part rely 

upon therapeutic learning. learned or procured through training 
to settle on a legitimate and proper choice in conclusion of 
maladies and influenced prescriptions. Acquiring and overseeing 
clinically significant data constitutes a noteworthy issue for 
doctors, for which the advancement of computerized instruments 
is regularly proposed as an answer. Notwithstanding, planning 
and executing fitting mechanized arrangements presumes 
learning of doctors' data needs. Progress in knowledge base 
systems and related Information Technology changed this 
situation by providing huge amount of medical information that 
can support physicians in the decision making. Integrating this 
great amount of information to retrieve the superlative results is 
however a demanding job. In this research, we design a 
Computing Ontology on medicine, an ontological model which 
demonstrates relations between medical planning, diagnosis and 
treatment of human diseases and their relevant medications. This 
paper is also possessed of an ontology crawler that provides 
physicians, by direct queries from Computing Ontology on 
medicine, to facilitate the process of making decisions for precise 
drug recommendation. 
 

Index Terms— Ontology, Neural Network systems, Fuzzy Sets 
algorithms, Neural-Genetic Algorithms. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
he term cosmology at first originates from logic in which 
it is a hypothesis about the idea of presence. With regards 

to learning sharing metaphysics is an unequivocal particular of 
a mutual conceptualization of an area of premium. From the 
perspective of software engineering and manmade brainpower, 
metaphysics speaks to a space of learning or talk as two or 
three ideas, their properties, occurrences of those ideas and the 
connections in which classes and people can be connected 
together [5, 8].  

Execution of cosmology is the core of all semantic electronic 
learning portrayal. OWL is the dialect that is suggested by 
W3C Semantic Web standard for encoding the ontologies [6]. 
While database construction model’s information at the 
physical or sensible level, cosmology is known for 
demonstrating the learning in the semantic level. Thusly, it 
plays out an essential assignment in portrayal of a specific 
area which takes into account programmed thinking and 
translation with material semantic setting. 

 
 

In view of its autonomy from the lower levels of information 
models, philosophy is equipped for incorporating and sharing 
information between heterogeneous data assets and indicating 
interfaces to autonomous, learning based administrations. 
While offering favorable circumstances to encourage 
interoperability among 13 numerous heterogeneous 
frameworks, philosophy likewise gives administrations to 
noting questions and reusing information assets [3, 8, 9]. 
 

 
                 Fig.1b.Connecting ontology to the data[12] 

 

Quite simply, ontology can be used as an easy way of 
communication between the human being and a system or 
system-to-system. Ontology can be used in information 
retrieval and knowledge management. The more perfect the 
framework of domain ontology is; the more accurate 
information can be provided [10]. 

 Since the construction of ontology from scratch is a very 
time-consuming task, ontology developers try to reuse existing 
ontologies whenever possible. However, handling complex 
ontologies that are constructed from multiple knowledge 
domains also brings another issue up that needs to be 
addressed by ontology engineering. 
 
1.1 Ontologies in medicine 
       The utilization of ontologies in solution is mostly centered 
around the portrayal and association of restorative phrasings. 
Doctors built up their own particular dialects and vocabularies 
to enable them to store and convey general medicinal learning 
and patient-related data proficiently. Such phrasings, 
streamlined for human handling, are portrayed by a lot of 
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understood learning. Restorative data frameworks, then again, 
need the capacity to convey mind boggling and itemized 
therapeutic ideas (perhaps communicated in various dialects) 
unambiguously. This is clearly a troublesome undertaking and 
requires a significant examination of the structure and the 
ideas of restorative wordings. Be that as it may, it might be 
accomplished by building therapeutic space ontologies for 
speaking to medicinal wording frameworks.  

Metaphysics based applications have additionally been 
worked in the field of Medical Natural Language Processing. 
 
 
 

 
  Fig.2 Workflow of Predicting disease to the databases  
 
 
1.2 Benefits 
 

 Ontologies can help build more powerful and more 
interoperable information systems in healthcare. [25] 

 Ontologies can support the need of the healthcare 
process to transmit, re-use and share patient data. 
[25] 

 Ontologies can also provide semantic-based criteria to 
support different statistical aggregations for different 
purposes. [25] 

II. RELATED WORK  
 

An essential transformation has occurred in the field of 
knowledge engineering and also medicine has been 
experiencing this transformation. Many researchers had a bold 
vision of the way knowledge engineering would revolutionize 

medicine and push the frontiers of technology forward. These 
day you will discover so many systems that use fuzzy logic 
(FL), neural networks (NNs), genetic algorithm (GA), and 
other techniques 

 
 

 
Fig.1b.Artificial Intelligence based medical diagnosis 
system [12] 

 
 
Feature extraction techniques are widespread and can range 
between statistical to model-based techniques and comprises 
many different signal processing algorithms including wavelet 
transforms. Fault detection and identification is really a future 
step and is further classified in this review in the four 
categories shown in the figure - these will now be treated 
separately. 
 
Neural networks have become to be widely adopted in rotating 
machinery for fault diagnosis because of the learning ability. 
The educational ability of NN makes neural networks good at 
tackling a brand-new problem by using existing information. 
Furthermore, neural networks likewise have the capability to 
model complex nonlinear problems that may approximate 
real-world fault diagnosis.  
Fuzzy logic-based fault diagnosis methods have the features of 
embedded linguistic knowledge and approximate reasoning 
capability. The Fuzzy logic proposed by Zadeh [11] performs 
well at qualitative description of knowledge. However, the 
look of this type of system depends heavily on the intuitive 
experience acquired from practicing operators thus causing 
subjectivity of diagnosed faults. The fuzzy membership 
function and fuzzy rules cannot be guaranteed to be optimal in 
any case. Furthermore, fuzzy logic systems lack the energy of 
self-learning, that's compulsory using highly demanding real-
time fault diagnosis cases [6]. Rough set-based intelligence 
diagnostic systems have already been constructed and utilized 
in diagnosing valves in three-cylinder reciprocating pumps 
[12] and turbo-generators [13]. 
 
1.1 Expert system-based fault diagnosis techniques 
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Master frameworks are PC programs typifying data with 
respect to a thin area for taking care of issues identified with 
that specific space. An expert framework normally contains 
two fundamental components, an information base and an 
induction instrument. The data base contains area information 
which may be communicated as any blend of „IFTHEN‟ 
rules, authentic proclamations, outlines, articles, methods and 
cases [2]. A misstep finding master framework is only a 
framework with an information base putting away the 
gathered association with blame diagnostics specialists. 
Nonetheless, master frameworks can just barely analyze issues 
put away in the information base and are in this manner 
attempting to handle new issues that may have not been 
classified, i.e. an issue analysis master framework can't 
analyze new hardware flaws when contrasting with genuine 
human mastery. Moreover, building information bases is work 
situated and tedious. This frequently makes other AI methods 
as without a doubt the most all around preferred ones on 
account of the adaptability and productivity in diagnosing 
pivoting apparatus flaws. Accessible master frameworks for 
pivoting apparatus blame analysis are restricted. Amethyst 
[14] is extremely an expert framework to just help with 
vibration based condition checking of turning apparatus. 
Vibration designs are gathered from hardware such as pumps, 
fans, engines and generators amid typical working conditions. 
Another master framework [15] created by El Adawi performs 
preventive support errands and identifies flaws/disappointment 
amid standard working cycles. Georgin et. al [16] completed 
research in light of two of EDF's symptomatic master 
frameworks, DIVA (for turbine-generators) and DIAPO (for 
essential cooling pumps), which intelligently handles clients 
with different information levels. Shao [17] proposed a fresh 
out of the box new idea on the measure of believability of 
parameter esteem varieties (DCPV factor) and built up a 
specialist framework for web based checking and diagnostics 
of moving component direction. 

 
1.2 Hybrid AI techniques-based fault diagnosis  

Neuro fuzzy procedures work in these way: A fluffy set 
elucidation is joined to the system configuration to deal with 
loose data. A neural system design is utilized to naturally 
reason fluffy if-then standards in view of a cross regulated 
learning plan. For instance, Altmann and Mathew effectively 
connected a versatile neural fluffy derivation framework 
(ANFIS), utilizing a zero-arrange sugeno fluffy model 
(appeared in 4 Figure 2) in moving component direction blame 
determination [18]. They received a Discrete Wavelet Packet 
Analysis (DWPA) different band-go to separate highlights, 
which gave input informational indexes, checking 
informational collections, and testing informational collections 
for ANFISs for kinds of moving bearing flaws. These included 
determination of internal race deficiencies, moving component 
shortcomings, and external race blames separately. Given 
preparing and checking input/yield informational indexes, the 
participation work parameters were balanced utilizing a back-
proliferation calculation together with a minimum squares 
technique. Checking information was utilized to cross-approve 
and test the speculation capacity of the fluffy derivation 
framework.  

Fluffy master frameworks which intertwine fluffy rationale 
and master frameworks have just been investigated [19-21]. 
Nabeshima [22] examined a method intertwining neural 
systems, fluffy rationale, and master frameworks. Jack [23] 
consolidated hereditary calculations valuable for include 
determination with neural systems in hardware blame finding 
with constrained achievement.Hybrid AI techniques based 
fault diagnosis. 

III. SCOPE OF STUDY 
 
Depending on as the analysis gaps analyzed there is a possible 
significance of implementing medical ontology by utilizing 
different technology in disease diagnosis. Through the 
literature review see the different technique use on medical 
diagnosis system for advancement create on medical diagnosis 
system. And propose way to fix implement for better results. 
 
 

IV. PROPOSE SOLUTION 

 
With respect to territories where we've to settle complex 
issues, the development of computerized reasoning 
frameworks is genuinely critical. Particularly once we're 
discussing, restorative determination there will be a great deal 
of extent of AI, on the grounds that your mind and body of a 
human is genuinely intricate and we've restricted insights 
about its working and working. The exact circumstance may 
likewise contrast with the information and foundation of a 
client.  
An exhaustive writing survey was completed for different 
sorts of machine realizing which can be used for restorative 
conclusion.  
Our proposed medicinal conclusion framework is established 
on cosmology which utilizes machine learning for the 
estimation of expected infection finding from restorative 
information. To execute the proposed calculation utilizing 
machine taking in the assignment on therapeutic philosophy. 
 

V.      CONCLUSION 

 
Computing Ontology on medicine which demonstrates 
relations between medical planning, diagnosis and treatment 
of human diseases and their relevant medications. In order to 
improve accuracy and achieve robustness in ontology, medical 
planning should be assessed and treated effectively. 
Computing Ontology on medical diagnosis is one of many 
biggest challenges in creating a system medical diagnosis. 
This review paper the usage of Machine Learning for 
detecting the diagnosis disease using medical ontology. The 
medical diagnosis is likely to be handled proactively and this 
can assist one to resolve the difficulties related to use fuzzy 
logic (FL), neural networks (NNs), genetic algorithm (GA), 
and other techniques. 
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